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(57) ABSTRACT 

Provided in an energy absorber (1) for bumpers (2, 3) of 
motor vehicles are stiffening elements (5), which have 
free-standing front sides (6) facing away from a rear mount- 
ing structure (4). The stiffening elements (5) have in the 
longitudinal direction a lateral center-to-center distance 
from one another that corresponds to the standard dimen- 
sions of a human leg. Side faces of the stiffening elements 
(5) which face one another are designed such that, in the 
event of collision with a leg, the stiffening elements (5) are 
deformable independently of one another, and in the event of 
collision with an object larger than a leg, the stiffening 
elements (5) engage one another at their side faces in a 
manner hindering deformation with an abrupt increase in the 
stiffness of the energy absorber (1). By this means, braking 
with a relatively low deceleration is achieved in a collision 
with the leg, whereas the energy absorber (1) is adequately 
stiff in a collision with a larger object. 
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ENERGY ABSORBER FOR MOTOR VEHICLE 
BUMPERS 

[0001] The invention relates to an energy absorber for 
motor vehicle bumpers with a number of stiffening elements 
arranged between a bumper bracket and a bumper shell of a 
bumper, wherein the stiffening elements have free-standing 
front sides facing away from a rear mounting structure that 
is capable of being fastened to the bumper bracket, and 
whose centers are also laterally offset from one another in 
the longitudinal direction. 

[0002] Such an energy absorber for motor vehicle 
bumpers is known from U.S. Pat. No. 3,506,295. The known 
energy absorber is stamped out of flat stock and has raised 
portions projecting on both sides relative to a reference 
plane at regular intervals, which are offset relative to one 
another in the longitudinal direction of the bumper. The side 
edges of the raised portions are joined to one another at their 
points of intersection, while the crests of the raised portions 
are flattened and intended for attachment to a bumper shell 
and a bumper bracket. Attachment to the bumper bracket and 
bumper shell is accomplished such that the energy absorber 
can extend in a longitudinal direction in the event of a 
collision, wherein the energy is distributed very effectively 
over the entire length of the energy absorber by means of the 
joining points. While the known energy absorber does have 
the advantage that the energy is transmitted effectively to the 
energy absorber, especially in the case of a severe collision 
with a relatively large object, this does, however, have the 
effect in collisions with objects that are relatively small in 
the energy absorber's transverse direction, as for example a 
human leg, of causing high accelerations on the relatively 
small object because of the relatively great stiffness of the 
energy absorber. This is particularly disadvantageous with 
regard to the greatest possible protection of pedestrians. 

[0003] Another energy absorber is known from U.S. Pat. 
No. 3,843,182. This energy absorber has as stiffening ele- 
ments a number of ribs that are oriented transverse to the 
longitudinal direction of a bumper bracket of a motor 
vehicle bumper. The ribs are joined together at their front 
ends facing away from the bumper bracket, and also at their 
edge sides, by means of a bumper shell which is manufac- 
tured as a single piece with the ribs, and are spaced away 
from the bumper bracket. Inserted between the ribs are 
block-like damping bodies. Although it is true that the 
connection of the ribs to one another prevents the bumper 
shell from buckling in a collision with a relatively small 
object because of the stabilization provided by a number of 
adjacent ribs in addition to the ribs located in the collision 
area, the amount of energy absorbed by the energy absorber 
is relatively small. 

[0004] Known from DE 44 01 874 C1 is a damping 
element that can be placed between a bumper shell and a 
bumper bracket of a motor vehicle bumper and that has a rib 
structure, formed by two spring legs and a web connecting 
the spring legs, consisting of a longitudinal rib that extends 
in the bumper bracket's longitudinal direction and a number 
of transverse ribs oriented perpendicular to the longitudinal 
rib. While this gridlike rib structure does have elastic 
deformability even at high collision speeds, the amount of 
energy absorbed in a collision with a relatively small object 
is very low as a result of the compound structure of 
longitudinal rib and transverse ribs. 

[0005] The object of the invention is to specify an energy 
absorber of the type mentioned at the outset that is charac- 
terized, firstly, by high energy absorption in collisions with 
objects the size of a human leg of standard dimensions, and 
secondly, by great stiffness in collisions with objects that are 
relatively large in comparison thereto. 

[0006] This object is achieved in an energy absorber of the 
aforementioned type in accordance with the invention in that 
the lateral center-to-center distance corresponds to the stan- 
dard dimensions of a human leg, in that the stiffening 
elements deform in the event of collision with an object the 
size of a human leg of standard dimensions with essentially 
unimpeded and mutually independent energy-absorbing 
deformation of side faces which face one another, and in that 
the stiffening elements engage one another at their side faces 
in a manner hindering deformation with an abrupt increase 
in the stiffness of the energy absorber in the event of 
collision with an object larger than the standard dimensions 
of a human leg. 

[0007] The fact that the stiffening elements are arranged 
with a lateral separation from one another that is adapted to 
the dimensions of a human leg has the result that, when a 
collision with a human leg occurs, because of the essentially 
unimpeded energy-absorbing deformation of the adjacent 
side faces of independently acting stiffening elements that 
are plastically or elastically deformable at relatively low 
energy, the leg is braked with relatively low deceleration, so 
that the leg is subjected to relatively low acceleration as 
compared to energy absorbers of conventional design, and 
the risk of severe injury, especially to the knee area, is 
reduced. In collisions with relatively large objects, however, 
the stiffening interaction among the side faces of many 
stiffening elements causes an abrupt increase in stiffness in 
order to avoid damage to the vehicle. 

[0008] In one embodiment, provision is made for the 
stiffening elements to be rib-like stiffening lamellae that 
extend over essentially the entire height and width of a 
bumper bracket and that have flat side surfaces as side faces. 
This embodiment is characterized by its ease of manufacture 
and light weight. 

[0009] In a refinement thereof, provision is made for the 
stiffening lamellae to have corrugated side faces. In this way, 
predetermined bending lines are prepared at the corrugated 
areas of the side faces, which bring about controlled defor- 
mation of the stiffening lamellae. 

[0010] In another embodiment, provision is made for the 
stiffening elements to be stiffening loops with a flattened, 
elongated front side and with loop edges joined at the 
transverse portions of the front side as side faces, wherein 
the loop edges are capable of connection to the bumper 
bracket by means of rear sections as a mounting structure, 
and loop edges of stiffening loops that are adjacent in the 
longitudinal direction are in contact with one another in a 
contact section. This embodiment achieves a relatively large 
support area for the bumper shell through the relatively large 
area of the front sides, wherein the stiffening loops possess 
a relatively high elastic deformability and a defined defor- 
mation behavior in the event of collision with a relatively 
large object. 

[0011] In a further refinement of this last embodiment, 
provision is made for the stiffening loops to be arranged in 
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two outer rows and one inner row located between the outer 
rows, wherein the stiffening loops of the outer rows are 
located opposite one another in pairs and the stiffening loops 
of the inner row are located midway between opposing pairs 
of outer-row stiffening loops. As a result of the offset 
arrangement of the stiffening loops, the areal support of the 
bumper shell is further improved. 

[0012] Additional useful embodiments of the invention 
are the object of the following description of exemplary 
embodiments with reference to the Figures. 

[0013] FIG. 1 shows an isometric, partially sectioned 
view as a detail of a first exemplary embodiment of an 
energy absorber in accordance with the invention that is 
arranged between a bumper bracket and a bumper shell of a 
motor vehicle bumper and that has stiffening lamellae; 

[0014] FIG. 2 shows a longitudinal section as a detail of 
the exemplary energy absorber from FIG. 1; 

[0015] FIG. 3 shows a longitudinal section as a detail of 
the exemplary energy absorber from FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 in 
a collision with a first impactor which has the standard 
dimensions of a human leg; 

[0016] FIG. 4 shows a longitudinal section as a detail of 
the exemplary energy absorber from FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 in 
a collision with a second impactor which has far larger 
dimensions than a human leg; 

[0017] FIG. 5 shows an isometric, partially sectioned 
view as a detail of a second exemplary embodiment of an 
energy absorber in accordance with the invention that is 
arranged between a bumper bracket and a bumper shell of a 
motor vehicle bumper and that has stiffening loops; 

[0018] FIG. 6 shows an isometric view of a stiffening loop 
arranged in an outside row in the exemplary energy absorber 
from FIG. 5; 

[0019] FIG. 7 shows an isometric view of a stiffening loop 
arranged in an inside row in the exemplary energy absorber 
from FIG. 5; 

the free-standing front sides 6 of said lamellae adjoin the 
inner side of the bumper shell 3 facing toward the bumper 
bracket 2 and extend essentially over the entire height and 
width of the bumper bracket 2. 

[0024] FIG. 2 shows a longitudinal section as a detail of 
the exemplary energy absorber 1 from FIG. 1. It can be seen 
from FIG. 2 that the stiffening lamellae 5 are designed with 
corrugated, flat side surfaces 7, 8 as side faces, and prede- 
termined bending lines are formed along the convex and 
concave areas of the side surfaces 7, 8. 

[0025] FIG. 3 shows a longitudinal section as a detail of 
the exemplary energy absorber 1 from FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 in 
a collision with a rounded first impactor 9, which has the 
standard dimensions of a human leg as defined by generally 
recognized standards, in the transverse direction of the 
energy absorber 1. It can be seen from FIG. 3 that the 
stiffening lamellae 5 have a lateral separation in the trans- 
verse direction of the energy absorber 1 that corresponds to 
approximately half the diameter of the first impactor 9. This 
ensures that at least one stiffening lamella 5 is always 
located between the first impactor 9 and the bumper bracket 
2 in the event of a collision of the first impactor 9 with the 
bumper composed of the energy absorber 1, the bumper 
bracket 2 and the bumper shell 3. 

[0026] In the collision shown by way of example in FIG. 
3, the first impactor 9 hits a stiffening lamella 5 essentially 
in the center. In the illustrated position of the first impactor 
9, the bumper shell 3 is deformed toward the bumper bracket 
2 with preferred buckling of the intermediate stiffening 
lamella 5 along the predetermined bending lines. The energy 
of the first impactor 9 in this collision is essentially absorbed 
by the intermediate stiffening lamella 5 deforming indepen- 
dently of the adjacent stiffening lamellae 5 with relatively 
low negative acceleration over a relatively long braking 
distance, so that in the event of an actual collision with a 
human leg, forces would be exerted on the knee joint located 
at the height of the bumper that would lead to a reduction in 
the risk of serious injury in the area of the knee joint. 

[0027] FIG. 4 shows a longitudinal section as a detail of 
[0020] FIG. 8 shows a longitudinal section as a detail of the exemplary energy absorber 1 from FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 in 
the energy absorber in accordance with a collision with a second impactor 10 which has far larger 
through FIG. 7; dimensions than a human leg, and accordingly extends 
[0021] FIG. 9 shows a longitudinal section as a detail of across a plurality of ~tiffenin~lamellae 5 in the transverse 
the exemplary energy absorber in accordance with FIG. 5 direction of the energy absorber 1. During the collision with 
through FIG. 7 in a collision with the first impactor shown the second impactor 10, several stiffening lamellae 5 are 
in FIG. 3, and deformed; beyond a certain penetration depth of the impac- 

[0022] FIG. 10 shows a longitudinal section as a detail of 
the exemplary energy absorber in accordance with FIG. 5 
through FIG. 7 in a collision with the second impactor 
shown in FIG. 4. 

[0023] FIG. 1 shows an isometric, partially sectioned 
view as a detail of a first exemplary embodiment of an 
energy absorber 1 in accordance with the invention, prefer- 
ably made of plastic, which when used as directed is 
arranged between an elongated bumper bracket 2 and a 
bumper shell 3 of a motor vehicle bumper. The energy 
absorber 1 shown in FIG. 1 has a flat carrier plate 4 as 
mounting structure, which is capable of attachment to a flat 
side of the bumper bracket 2. Regularly spaced, rib-like 
stiffening lamellae 5 protrude from the carrier plate 4 as 
stiffening elements facing away from the bumper bracket 2; 

tor 10, the side surfaces 7, 8 of adjacent stiffening lamellae 
5 come into contact with one another, hindering further 
lateral deformation, and brake the second impactor 10 with 
high deceleration and an abrupt increase in the stiffness of 
the energy absorber 1, due to the fact that additional defor- 
mation can only be accomplished with increased deforma- 
tion work. 

[0028] In this way, the energy absorber 1 continues to 
provide effective energy absorption in the event of a colli- 
sion with an object of relatively large area, such as the 
second impactor 10, while achieving relatively low, injury- 
reducing decelerations of objects such as a human leg that 
are relatively small in the transverse direction. 

[0029] FIG. 5 shows an isometric, partially sectioned 
view as a detail of a second exemplary embodiment of an 
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energy absorber 11 in accordance with the invention that is 
arranged between a bumper bracket 12 and a bumper shell 
13 of a motor vehicle bumper. As stiffening elements, the 
exemplary energy absorber 11 shown in FIG. 5 has outer 
stiffening loops 16 arranged in a first outer edge row 14 and 
a second outer edge row 15 as well as inner stiffening loops 
18 arranged in one inner row 17 located between the outer 
rows 14, 15. The stiffening loops 16, 18 are attached to the 
bumper bracket 12 and preferably are made of plastic. The 
outer stiffening loops 16 of the outer rows 14,15 are located 
opposite one another in pairs, whereas the inner stiffening 
loops 18 are located midway between opposite pairs of 
outside stiffening loops 16. 

[0030] FIG. 6 shows an isometric view of an example of 
an outer stiffening loop 16 arranged in an outside row 14,15 
in the exemplary energy absorber 11 from FIG. 5. The outer 
stiffening loop 16 has a flattened front side 19 that faces the 
bumper shell 13 and extends along the longitudinal direction 
of the bumper bracket 12. Adjoining a transverse edge of the 
front side 19 in the direction of a rear side 20 adjacent to the 
bumper bracket 2 as a side face is a projecting first loop edge 
21, which has a first edge section 22 that is attached to the 
corresponding transverse edge of the front side 19 and is 
angled away from the front side 19 toward the rear side 20, 
and a continuing second edge section 23 that is angled away 
from the first edge section 22 toward the rear side 20. 

[0031] Adjoining the other transverse edge of the front 
side 19 in the direction of the rear side 20 as a side face is 
a projecting second loop edge 24, which, like the first loop 
edge 21, has a first edge section 25 that is attached to the 
corresponding transverse edge of the front side 19 and is 
angled away from the front side 19 toward the rear side 20, 
and a continuing second edge section 26 that is angled away 
from the first edge section 25 toward the rear side 20. 

[0032] Joined as a mounting structure to the ends of the 
loop edges 21, 24 facing the bumper bracket 12 are a first 
rear section 27 and a second rear section 28 whose ends 
facing away from the loop edges 21,24 adjoin one another 
and form the flattened rear side 20. 

[0033] FIG. 7 shows a perspective view of an inner 
stiffening loop 18 arranged in the inner row 16 in the 
exemplary energy absorber 11 from FIG. 5. The inner 
stiffening loop 18 has a flattened front side 29 that faces the 
bumper shell 13 and extends along the longitudinal direction 
of the bumper bracket 12. Adjoining a transverse edge of the 
front side 29 in the direction of a rear side 30 adiacent to the 
bumper bracket 12 as a side face is a projecting first loop 
edge 31, which has a first edge section 32 that is attached to 
the corresponding transverse edge of the front side 29 and is 
angled away from the front side 29 toward the rear side 30, 
and a continuing second edge section 33 that is angled away 
from the first edge section 32 toward the rear side 30. 

[0034] Adjoining the other transverse edge of the front 
side 29 in the direction of the rear side 30 as a side face is 
a projecting second loop edge 34, which like the first loop 
edge 31 has a first edge section 35 that is attached to the 
corresponding transverse edge of the front side 29 and is 
angled away from the front side 29 toward the rear side 30, 
and a continuing second edge section 36 that is angled away 
from the first edge section 35 toward the rear side 30. 

[0035] Joined as a mounting structure to the ends of the 
loop edges 31, 34 facing the bumper bracket 12 are a first 

rear section 37 and a second rear section 38 whose ends 
facing away from the loop edges 31,34 adjoin one another 
and form the flattened rear side 30. 

[0036] The significant difference between the outer stiff- 
ening loops 16 and the inner stiffening loops 18 is that the 
inner stiffening loops 18 are larger in the transverse direction 
than the inner [sic] stiffening loops 16. 

[0037] FIG. 8 shows a longitudinal section as a detail of 
the exemplary energy absorber 12 from FIG. 5 through FIG. 
7 in the region of the inner row 17. It can be seen from FIG. 
8 that the second edge sections 23, 26 of adjacent outer 
stiffening loops 16 lie flat against one another at an outer 
contact section 39, and the second edge sections 33, 36 of 
adjacent inner stiffening loops 18 lie flat against one another 
at an inner contact section 40. The front sides 19, 29 of the 
stiffening loops 16, 18 are arranged essentially in a plane 
that acts as a support for the bumper shell 13. 

[0038] FIG. 9 shows a longitudinal section as a detail of 
the exemplary energy absorber 11 from FIG. 5 through FIG. 
7 in the region of the inner row 17 in the event of a collision 
with the first impactor 9 from FIG. 3 in the region between 
two outer stiffening loops 16. It can be seen from FIG. 9 that 
the stiffening loops 16,18 are separated by a center-to-center 
distance corresponding to the standard dimensions of a 
human leg stated in connection with the first exemplary 
embodiment. In the collision shown, the energy is largely 
absorbed by an inner stiffening loop 18 that is flattened by 
approximately half of its projection from the bumper bracket 
12 while braking the first impactor 9 with relatively low 
deceleration. In this process, the second edge sections 33,36 
of the edge loops 31,34 deflect laterally and slightly deform 
the adjacent inner stiffening loops 18, but without the 
adjacent inner stiffening loops 18 absorbing significant 
energy thereby. 

[0039] FIG. 10 shows a longitudinal section as a detail of 
the exemplary energy absorber 11 from FIG. 5 through FIG. 
7 in the region of the inner row 17 in the event of a collision 
with the large second impactor 10 from FIG. 4. It can be 
seen from FIG. 4 that in this collision the energy is absorbed 
by several outer stiffening loops 16 and inner stiffening 
loops 18. The second edge sections 23,26,33,36 of the loop 
edges 21,24,31,34 now mutually block the energy absorber 
11 to a significant degree, so that the first edge sections 22, 
25,32,35 of the loop edges 21,24,31,34 of both the outer 
stiffening loops 16 and the inner stiffening loops 18 are 
deformed with a substantial absorption of energy. 

[0040] In this way, the energy absorber 11 continues to 
provide effective energy absorption in the event of a colli- 
sion with an object of relatively large area, such as the 
second impactor 10, while achieving relatively low, injury- 
reducing deceleration of objects such as a human leg that are 
relatively small in the transverse direction. 

1. Energy absorber for motor vehicle bumpers with a 
number of stiffening elements arranged between a bumper 
bracket (2; 12) and a bumper shell (3; 13) of a bumper, 
wherein the stiffening elements (5; 16; 18) have free- 
standing front sides (6; 19; 29) facing away from a rear 
mounting structure (4; 20,27,28; 30,37,38) that is capable 
of being fastened to the bumper bracket (2; 12), and whose 
centers are also laterally offset from one another in the 
longitudinal direction, characterized in that the lateral cen- 
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ter-to-center distance corresponds to the standard dimen- 
sions of a human leg, in that the stiffening elements (5; 16; 
18) deform in the event of collision with an object (9) the 
size of a human leg of standard dimensions with essentially 
unimpeded and mutually independent energy-absorbing 
deformation of side faces (7, 8, 21, 24; 31, 34) which face 
one another, and in that the stiffening elements (5; 16; 18) 
engage one another at their side faces (7, 8; 21, 24; 31,34) 
in a manner hindering lateral deformation with an abrupt 
increase in the stiffness of the energy absorber (1; 11) in the 
event of collision with an object (10) larger than the standard 
dimensions of a human leg. 

2. Energy absorber in accordance with claim 1, charac- 
terized in that the stiffening elements are rib-like stiffening 
lamellae (5) that are arranged between the bumper bracket 
(2) and the bumper shell (3) and have flat side surfaces (7, 
8) as side faces. 

3. Energy absorber in accordance with claim 2, charac- 
terized in that the stiffening lamellae (5) have corrugated 
side faces (7, 8). 

4. Energy absorber in accordance with claim 1, charac- 
terized in that the stiffening elements are stiffening loops 
(16; 18) with a flattened, elongated front side (19; 29) and 
with loop edges (21, 24; 31, 34) joined at the transverse 
portions of the front side (19; 29) as side faces, wherein the 
loop edges (21,24; 31,34) are capable of connection to the 
bumper bracket (12) by means of rear sections (27, 28; 37, 
38) as a mounting structure, and loop edges (21,24; 31,34) 
of stiffening loops (16; 18) that are adjacent in the longitu- 
dinal direction are in contact with one another in a contact 
section (39, 40). 

5. Energy absorber in accordance with claim 4, charac- 
terized in that the stiffening loops (16; 18) are arranged in 
two outer edge rows (14,15) and one inner row (17) located 
between the outer rows (14, IS), wherein the stiffening loops 
(16) of the outer rows (14, 15) are located opposite one 
another in pairs and the stiffening loops (18) of the inner row 
(17) are located midway between opposing pairs of stiffen- 
ing loops (16) in the outer rows (14, 15). 


